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Abstract Multiple-point geostatistical simulation is used
to simulate the spatial structures of geological phenomena.
In contrast to conventional two-point variogram based
geostatistical methods, the multiple-point approach is
capable of simulating complex spatial patterns, shapes, and
structures normally observed in geological media. A
commonly used pattern based multiple-point geostatistical
simulation algorithms is called FILTERSIM. In the conventional FILTERSIM algorithm, the patterns identified in
training images are transformed into filter score space
using fixed filters that are neither dependent on the training
images nor on the characteristics of the patterns extracted
from them. In this paper, we introduce two new methods,
one for geostatistical simulation and another for conditioning the results. At first, new filters are designed using
principal component analysis in such a way to include most
structural information specific to the governing training
images resulting in the selection of closer patterns in the
filter score space. We then propose to combine adaptive
filters with an overlap strategy along a raster path and an
efficient conditioning method to develop an algorithm for
reservoir simulation with high accuracy and continuity. We
also combine image quilting with this algorithm to improve
connectivity a lot. The proposed method, which we call
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random partitioning with adaptive filters simulation
method, can be used both for continuous and discrete
variables. The results of the proposed method show a significant improvement in recovering the expected shapes
and structural continuity in the final simulated realizations
as compared to those of conventional FILTERSIM algorithm and the algorithm is more than ten times faster than
FILTERSIM because of using raster path and using small
overlap specially when we use image quilting.
Keywords Multiple-point  Principal component analysis 
Geostatistics  FILTERSIM

1 Introduction
Multiple-point statistics (MPS) simulation is one of the
most recent reservoir modeling techniques. It had an
important impact because of its ability to reproduce complex geological patterns that cannot be modeled by twopoint statistics moments (i.e., variograms). MPS has been
used in many applications like reconstruction of porous
media (Zhang et al. 2016), stochastic reconstruction of
spatial data (Zhang et al. 2017a) or geostatistical simulation of a petroleum reservoir (Carvalho et al. 2016).
From an historical perspective, the original MPS algorithm proposed by Guardiano and Srivastava (1993) has
been impractical because the algorithm needed to scan the
whole training image every time a grid node had to be
simulated and consequently, it was extremely CPU
demanding. SNESIM (Strebelle 2002) was the first efficient algorithm. This technique is now used in many fields
of application such as hydrogeology (Renard 2007;
Michael et al. 2010), oil industry (Strebelle et al. 2002;
Aitokhuehi and Durlofsky 2005), or inverse modeling
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(Caers and Hoffman 2006; Mariethoz et al. 2010; Alcolea
et al. 2009). But SNESIM may require large amounts of
RAM and can be computationally demanding for the
simulation of large 3D reservoirs with many facies. To
solve these issues, Strebelle and Cavelius (2013) propose a
technique to optimize the template size. In any case,
SNESIM is not designed for continuous variables and for
the co-simulation of multiple variables (Strebelle and
Cavelius 2013). One of the main research avenue which
has been investigated to overcome the limitation of SNESIM, was the simulation of patterns instead of individual
pixels. SIMPAT was one of the first pattern-based MPS
method, introduced as an alternative approach for multiplepoint conditional probability (Arpat and Caers 2007). In
this method, training patterns are classified into clusters
based on a distance function. Storing pattern prototype
requires much memory. Also, SIMPAT has difficulties for
conditioning with hard data (Strebelle and Cavelius 2013).
To overcome those difficulties, Honarkhah and Caers
(2010) presented an efficient solution using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and kernel clustering to represent and
classify the patterns efficiently. In the same spirit, Chatterjee and Mohanty (2015) use Principal Component
Analysis and kernel clustering to classify the patterns and
accelerate the search. While these methods appear to
improve the connectivity of the patterns and reduce the
CPU requirement, some significant discontinuities in the
patterns can still be identified (Tahmasebi et al. 2012;
Chatterjee and Mohanty 2015). Another pattern-based
approach, FILTERSIM, introduces filters to summarize
high dimensional patterns into a filter score space (Zhang
et al. 2006). Then, it classifies the patterns into a limited
number of classes. The filters are used to reduce the
dimension of the problem and help to speed up the simulation. This method can work with categorical and continues variables. FILTERSIM uses six predefined filters,
which are not specific to the Training Image. FILTERSIM
has been used for different applications such as digital
elevation data fusion (Tang et al. 2015) or fullbore image
reconstruction (Zhang et al. 2017a, b).
The aim of this paper is to propose several improvements to the initial FILTERSIM technique. The new
technique is named Random Partitioning with Adaptive
Filters SIMulation method (RPAFSIM). It follows the basic
algorithm of FILTERSIM and can deal with both categorical variable, such as rock type, and continuous variable, such as porosity or permeability.
In contrast to FILTERSIM, RPAFSIM uses by default
some filters which are designed specifically for any given
Training Image using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). This idea was already envisioned by Zhang (2006)
in his PhD and mentioned by Wu et al. (2008) but this was
not tested and implemented by default to derive the filters.
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We note that PCA was also used in previous applications
related to MPS simulations. For example, Sarma et al.
(2008) use kernel principal component analysis (KPCA),
which is a nonlinear generalization of PCA (Scholkopf
et al. 1998; Scholkopf and Smola 2002) is used to propose
a differentiable parameterization of non-Gaussian random
fields (characterized by multipoint geostatistics). But the
method is used only to solve an inverse problem using a
gradient-based algorithm and not to simulate stochastic
realization set al.
In addition, RPAFSIM uses a combination of raster path
and random partitioning. The raster path was used in the
past (Mattoccia et al. 2008; Tahmasebi et al. 2012; Gardet
et al. 2016) and generally resulted in simulations showing a
good continuity of the patterns. The random partitioning is
a new feature that was never applied to our knowledge. It
allows to better explore the space of uncertainty as compared to the straightforward use of the raster path.
Finally, the use of raster path is known to create difficulties and artefacts when producing conditional simulations. To overcome a part of these issues, RPAFSIM
includes a new, very simple, and efficient hard data conditioning method. The technique is based on a pre-processing step. In addition to the previous improvements, an
optional intermediate step using image quilting can be
applied. Image Quilting (IQ) was developed by Efros and
Freeman (2001) to synthesize textures. IQ uses reduces the
overlap error by removing vertical and horizontal artifacts
(Mahmud et al. 2014). Combining RPAFSIM with IQ
brings several important advantages together: working on
an efficient low dimensional space and at the same time
using a raster path which accelerates significantly the
simulation while IQ improves connectivity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the background information related to the FILTERSIM and Image Quilting algorithms. Section 3 provides a
detailed description of RPAFSIM and the new conditional
algorithm. Section 4 presents some results and a discussion. Finally, Sect. 5 is the conclusion.

2 Background information
In this section, we summarize the main features of the
previously published algorithms which constitute the base
of RPAFSIM.
2.1 FILTERSIM
The core algorithm of RAFSIM is based on FILTERSIM
(Zhang et al. 2006). In this algorithm, a search template T,
having a square shape, is used to extract all the patterns
from the Training Image (Zhang et al. 2006; Wu et al.
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2008). Usually six fixed filters are defined, they are
matrices having the same size as the search template T and
they contain a set of weights associated to any location of
the search template. The application of a filter on a pattern
consists in multiplying all the pixels in the pattern by the
weight corresponding to that position and adding all those
values. These results in a weighted value called score
value. By applying the six filters, the data dimension of the
patterns is reduced to the number of filters (6 for a 2D
training image and 9 for a 3D training image). Then, the
filter score space is partitioned using the fast cross-partitioning method and similar patterns are grouped together.
The cross-partition algorithm is fast but the patterns are
classified according to single score similarity, not similarity
according to all scores together (Wu 2007). Once the
classes are defined, each pattern group (or class) is represented by a pattern prototype, which is the point-wise
average of all training patterns falling into that class. For
the simulation, a random path is used. In each point of the
grid, a template of size T, is used to extract the conditioning data event. The prototype closest to that data event,
based on a distance function, is found. A pattern is randomly selected from the prototype and pasted in the simulation grid. The inner part of the pasted pattern is frozen
as hard data and will not be visited any more during the
simulation. For hard data conditioning, FILTERSIM uses
some weights associated to each template node.
2.2 Image quilting
Image Quilting is a technique that was proposed in the field
of texture synthesis by Efros and Freeman (2001). It has
been applied and extended to the framework of MPS by
Mahmud et al. (2014). The main idea of Image Quilting
(IQ) is to minimize the boundary cut error when to patterns
are superposed. In IQ, the error is computed in following
manner. With two overlapping blocks B1 and B2 sharing an
overlapping region, an error surface is defined as:


ov 2
e ¼ Bov
ð1Þ
1  B2
To find the minimum error cut path, one has first to
compute the map of cumulative minimum error E for all
paths as:


Ei;j ¼ ei;j þ min Ei1;j1 ; Ei1;j ; Ei1;jþ1
ð2Þ
Then, the minimum value of the last row in E corresponds to the end of the minimum error path. Starting from
that pixel, one can track back the minimum value for each
row and identify iteratively the minimum error cut path.

8
< Ei1;j1 ; Ei1;j
min Ei1;j1 ; Ei1;j ; Ei1;jþ1
:
Ei1;j ; Ei1;jþ1

for the last pixel in a row
for all pixels between first and last
for the first pixel in a row

ð3Þ
Note that in the case of a categorical variable, several
paths can be found to have the same minimal error with this
method. In this case, one path can be randomly selected or
one can solve the problem like Mahmud et al. (2014) by
adding a uniform random noise of small magnitude to e.
The IQ algorithm is used in horizontal or vertical direction
according to the orientation of the overlap region.

3 The RPAFSIM algorithm
This section describes the RPAFSIM algorithm. It includes
four main steps: the selection of the template size, the design
of specific filters using Principal Component Analysis, the
random partitioning, and the conditioning to hard data.
3.1 Template size selection
In all MPS methods, the size of the search template
strongly affects the simulated realizations. In a patternbased approach, the template size should be small to allow
flexibility during the simulation and obtain meaningful
statistics but it should also be large enough to represent the
actual features occurring in a training image and to allow a
fast simulation. The ideal size of the template depends on
the training image itself. Some images require larger
template than others because they contain more complex
structures. To select the template size, Honarkhah and
Caers (2010) use the mean entropy of the pattern distribution. This requires computing the histogram of the patterns. Here, we propose to replace the mean entropy by the
mean variance, which is slightly simpler to compute. The
training image is scanned with a template of size x, all
patterns are extracted as shown in Fig. 1 and the mean
variance MV ðxÞ is calculated.
T


1 X
variance patTk x
nT x k¼1

n

MV ðxÞ ¼

x

ð4Þ

where nT x represents the number of patterns that can be
extracted with the particular template size x  x and patTk x
represents the kth pattern with this template size. The
operation is repeated for a broad range of x.
Like the mean entropy, and as discussed by Honarkhah
and Caers (2010), the mean variance increases rapidly in
the beginning and flattens when increasing the template
size does not allow to capture significantly more structures. Therefore, the elbow of that plot is selected as the
point that characterizes the optimal template size.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the extraction of all the patterns patTk x of a specific size (here x = 3) from the training image

Variance calculation is easier and quicker than entropy
and can be considered as an alternative method. Figure 2b, c show mean entropy and mean variance for the
training image in Fig. 2a. As both methods should be
implemented only once for each training image, the speed
for running algorithm is not a critical issue. In all algorithms in this paper, the variance method is used to define
the template size.
3.2 Adaptive filters design
In FILTERSIM, Zhang (2006) uses six fixed and predefined filters to reduce data dimension. In this paper, we
use principal component analysis (PCA) to design adaptive filters, which are specific to any training image. It
allows us to characterize the N-dimensional data in a
lower-dimensional space and identify in an unsupervised

Fig. 2 Finding the optimal template size. a A training image, b mean
entropy calculation for all template size where horizontal axis is
template size and vertical axis is mean entropy, c mean variance
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manner the proper features from the Training Image
(Duda et al. 2001). PCA uses the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix to select a set of basis functions such that the
original signal can be represented by a linear combination
of these bases (Fukunaga 2013).
PCA is used in many applications (Jolliffe 1986; Chatterjee and Mohanty 2015) for its simplicity and computational ease. Its advantage is that it can map the data in a
new space where the PCs are normal and therefore independent of each other. Since the PCs are extracted by
eigenvalue decomposition, the first few principal components can capture the maximum data variability. Therefore,
preserving only the first few PCs and eliminating the rest of
the PCs can significantly reduce the dimension of the
pattern database.

calculation for all template size where horizontal axis is template size
and vertical axis is mean variance
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Fig. 3 Examples of a a categorical TI and b the corresponding 6
adaptive filters; c a continuous TI and d the 6 adaptive filters related
to it. The six filters are placed in decreasing order from the top left to

the bottom right. The first one (top left) corresponds to the first
principal component explaining the maximum of the variance. The
second is on its right, and so on

The basic principle of PCA as applied here for classification of patterns in a training image is the following; let X be
the training set of the N patterns extracted from the training
image: X ¼ fxðnÞ 2 Rd gNn¼1 . xðnÞ is a vector containing the
values of the d pixels corresponding to the nth pattern. X is
then a d  N matrix with each row being a feature (i.e. the
location of a pixel) and each column being a sample (a pattern). The d  d covariance matrix C is calculated as:
N 

T
1 X
C¼
xðnÞ  x xðnÞ  x
N  1 n¼1
1
ðX  xÞðX  xÞT
¼
ð5Þ
N1

eigenvalues and eigenvector is defined by the following
relationship:

where

x ¼

1
N

N
P

ðnÞ

x .

Then,

the

eigenvalues

n¼1
*

(ki ; i ¼ 1; . . .; d) and eigenvectors (ei ; i ¼ 1; . . .; d) of the
covariance matrix are calculated. Each couple of

*

*

Cei ¼ ki e i ðki ; i ¼ 1; . . .; dÞ

ð6Þ

*

where e i is the i th principal component (PC)
0
1
e1;i
*
B
C
ei ¼ @ ... A

ð7Þ

ed;i
Equation (6) can be written in matrix form as
CE ¼ EK
where
0

k1

B
K¼@ 0
0

ð8Þ

0
..
.
0

0

1



* *
*
C
0 A; E ¼ e1 e 2 . . .e d :
kd

ð9Þ
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Note that the eigenvalues in K are sorted in a descending
*
order. Since the values of ei (i ¼ 1; . . .; d) are orthonormal,
1
T
E ¼ E . Therefore, we have
C ¼ EKET

ð10Þ

Finally, the Principal
matrix U is calculated as
0
u1;1 u1;2
B u2;1 u2;2
B
U ¼ ET X ¼ B .
..
@ ..
.

Component (PC) coefficient
...
...
..
.

1 0* 1
u1;N
u1
B *u2 C
u2;N C
C B C
.. C ¼ B .. C
. A @ . A

ð11Þ

*
. . . ud;N
ud


*
where ui ¼ ui;1 ; ui;2 ; . . .; ui;N are the ith PC coefficients.
In the next step, the first K eigenvectors related to the
first K largest eigenvalues are selected and used as the
filters. K depends on the complexity of the training images.
For comparing our results with FILTERSIM method, K ¼
6 is used in this paper. Figure 3 shows a categorical and a
continuous training image and the corresponding adaptive
filters. One can see in this figure that even if some filters
are similar for the two training images (the second of
training image (a) and the 4th of the training image (c) for
example) they are in general different and therefore
adapted to each specific training image.
Once the filters are selected, they are applied to all
patterns to compute filter scores. This process, illustrated in
Fig. 4, is the same as in FILTERSIM (Zhang et al. 2006)
but with adaptive filters. Using that procedure, any pattern
is represented by a vector in a K dimensional space.

ud;1

ud;2

the order of a thousand and adapted by the user by trial and
error. Note that the choice of proper pattern classes is very
important for the next stages of the algorithm, inaccuracy
at that stage will induce artefacts in the simulation and
should therefore be avoided. To tackle the problem, the
advantage of using adaptive filters is revealed when analyzing the results of the classification. Figure 5a shows
some patterns belonging to one category after classification
when adaptive filters are used. Figure 5b shows the average
of all the patterns belonging to that class. It is clear that all
patterns are very similar. However, with default filters as
used in in the standard FILTERSIM method, the pattern
classification can show more variability within a class. As
an example, Fig. 6 shows a category with eleven patterns
and Fig. 6b is the average of the corresponding patterns.
3.4 Random partitioning and simulation strategy
To describe the simulation algorithm, let us first introduce
some notations. In the following, the algorithm is explained
mainly in 2D to facilitate its illustration. The method works
similarly in 3D.
The training image TI contain either a categorical or
continuous variable that we will denote Z. G is a regular
2D grid. The aim is to generate an ensemble of realizations

3.3 Pattern classification
The k-means algorithm is used to classify all patterns in
filter score space. K-means classify patterns according to
all scores together in contrast to the cross partition algorithm, used in FILTERSIM, witch classifies the patterns
according to single score similarity.
After classification, the average of all the patterns
belonging to each class is calculated and saved as class
prototypes. The number of classes (C) is chosen as a
function of the complexity of the training image, usually in

Fig. 4 Procedure for obtaining the filter score for a pattern
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Fig. 5 a Patterns extracted from the TI shown in Fig. 2a belonging to
one category after classification with adaptive filters; b average of the
patterns in this category
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of the variable Z on G such that the structure of the patterns
on the TI and on G are similar. The location of a grid node
*
(or a pixel) of G is denoted u ¼ ðx; yÞ 2 G.
DE represents a grid that will be used internally for the
simulation. In the basic algorithm, DE will be larger than
G. It includes a so called zero-pad region which extends
laterally the grid (Fig. 7) and contains initially some zero
values in all those pixels. The size e of the extension is half
the template size (e ¼ x=2Þ. Zero padding means extending G to obtain DE. This operation is needed to ensure a
good continuity of the patterns during the simulation when
we will select patterns on the edge of G. When applying
random partitioning as explained below, we will decompose DE into subregions.
 
*
deT u represents a data-event, it is a vector containing

Fig. 6 a Patterns belonging to one category after classification with
standard filters used in the FILTERSIM method; b average of the
patterns in this category

the values of the variable Z that have been previously
simulated or that come from conditioning and that fall
*
within a template T centered around u. OS represents the
 
*
overlap region between deT u and the previously simulated pattern.
The simulation algorithm proceeds as follows. First,
zero padding is applied on G to get DE. Then each conditioning data is assigned to the closest grid node in E.
After this initialization step, the algorithm selects a random
location r ðx; yÞ, according to an isotropic two-dimensional
Gaussian probability distribution (Fig. 8a) in DE: The main
idea is to partition randomly DE into four non-overlapping
regions fDE1; DE2; DE3; DE4g, as shown in Fig. 8b and
then simulate each region separately. For each new realization, the partitioning is different. This allows generating
simulations covering a wider space of uncertainty as we
will show later in the paper.

Fig. 7 DE: zero padding of G

Fig. 8 a Gaussian distribution to select first random data and b r(x,y) in De and partition DE to 4 non overlap regions {DE1, DE2, DE3, DE4}
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The simulations of each region use a raster path.
Experiments with random path showed that the resulting
simulations often display losses of continuity in the patterns and take longer computational time. This is due to
possible inadequate prototype selection in regions with a
few known pixels, resulting in lost continuity, and possible
random selection of a region with a few unknown pixels
making the prototype useless and time demanding.
Then, for each four regions:
1.

2.

3.

Start from r ðx; yÞ, and place the template T so that
 
*
r ðx; yÞ is the central node of T and extract deT u
(Fig. 9).
*
If all pixels in deT ðuÞ are unknown, a random pattern is
selected from the data base of patterns, inserted in the
*
place of deT ðuÞ and go to stage 6; else go to 3.
*
In order to select the prototype closest to deT ðuÞ, a
distance function is used:




  nX
T 1


*
*
*
ð12Þ
DT c u ¼
deT u þ s  protc u þ s 

6.

s¼0

4.

5.

where c ¼ 1; . . .; C, and protc is c’th prototype. This
*
calculation is performed only for OS in deT ðuÞ and
*
thus, the rest of deT ðuÞ is ignored so, the calculation is
very fast. Equation (12) can be used for conditional
simulation too, but the conditioning procedure will be
described in detail later in this paper.
*
When the closest prototype to deT ðuÞ is determined, a
sampled pattern (SPÞ is randomly picked from the
selected prototype class.
*
SP is pasted on deT ðuÞ locations and assembled with
the pre-existing conditioning data. In this stage, the
user can select one among two possible options.
Option one: like in the original FILTERSIM, the inner
part of SP will be considered as conditioning data for

7.
8.
9.

the next steps. The size of the inner part is determined
according to the template size, which is generally
2=3  x. Option two: paste all the points of SP in
*
deT ðuÞ as done by Chatterjee and Mohanty (2015) but
in this case the results show a lot of disconnectivity
and artifacts. To avoid these problems and to ensure
the best continuity between the existing conditioning
data (previously simulated) and the newly pasted
template, we apply the quilting technique that is
described in Sect. 2.2. The principle is to find the best
boundary (or cut) between the previously pasted data
and the newly selected candidate. In all this paper, by
default we use the first option as it is the most similar
to FILTERSIM. We indicate specifically when we
select and test the second option.
If the current position is not located along the last raw
of G, translate the template T by a distance e (half
template size) along the y direction (see Fig. 9 for the
directions); else if the current location is not along the
last column, translate T by e in the x direction; in both
*
cases select next deT ðuÞ; else go to 8.
Repeat 2–6 to simulate the region completely.
If the algorithm is not in region 4, go to the next region
and repeat 1–7 else go to 9.
Remove zero pad region from DE.

The simulation procedure for region 1 is illustrated in
Fig. 9. The dashed regions will not be simulated and it
would be removed at the last stage. For each region, the
overlapping regions OS can be different as shown in
Fig. 10.
For 3D simulations, the procedure is identical. A random point is selected in the 3D simulation grid using a 3D
gaussian distribution in order to split the domain in eight
3D parts. Each part is simulated separately. All the other
steps are identical.
3.5 Data conditioning
Conditioning the simulations with punctual data is always a
difficult step for patch based MPS methods especially when
using a raster path. Here, we propose a new simple technique for conditioning which improves significantly the
quality of the results. The procedure consists in one preprocessing step that is applied before launching the general
algorithm described in Sect. 3.5.1, and one post-processing
step which is used to correct some remaining artefacts only
when the optional quilting algorithm is applied.
3.5.1 Pre-processing step

Fig. 9 Raster path and simulation procedure of region 1
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The pre-processing step is illustrated for a binary case in
Fig. 11. First, all the conditioning hard data are assigned to
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Fig. 10 a–d overlapping regions OS for simulating regions DE1–DE4 respectively

Fig. 11 Conditioning stage a searching G with CT to find hard data, b searching training image to find a best match and c pasting the best match
in G

the closest grid node in G. Then, the simulation grid G is
scanned with a conditional template CT of appropriate size
to find the hard data. The searching path is a raster path
without overlap and it starts from the top left pixel of G.
The size of CT depends on training image and is determined by trial and error.
As soon as a hard data (HD) is located within the template (CT), the corresponding data event in CT is extracted.
We then search in a random manner within the TI to find a
best match for this data event in CT as it is shown in
Fig. 11. The use of a random path at this stage allows to
increase the variability of the results. The number of hard
data in CT is usually moderate and therefore finding a good
match in the TI, especially for a categorical TI with little
categories, is rather fast.
For continuous or categorical TI with more than four
categories, we first search only for one of the hard data, and

then randomly test all patterns near that point to find the
best match. This trick, speeds up the process effectively. In
these TIs, if we do not find an exact match, we take the best
match according to the similarity measure.
As soon as a match is found for CT, the whole pattern in
CT is pasted in G. This process is continued until the
complete simulation grid G is treated. At the end of this
procedure, all the cells around the hard data will be presimulated with patterns compatible with the hard data and
the TI. Once this is ready, the simulation procedure
described in Sect. 3.4 is applied.
3.5.2 Post-processing step
By construction, and because of the procedure explained
above, the conditioning data are generally well honored
when applying the proposed algorithm. However, if we
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apply the quilting option, the computation of the optimal
cut does not treat in a specific manner the conditioning
data, and it may happen that some hard data are not
honored. In this case, and once the simulation is completed,
we apply a final post-processing step to check if all the hard
data are properly assigned in all the realizations and to
correct the most obvious errors. To quantify the problem,
we count the number of mismatches (MM) and calculate
the mean percent of HD which are in their right position
(PHR) as:

PN
PHR ¼

i¼1 ð# of

MMÞi
 100
NH

ð13Þ

where ð# of MMÞi is number of mismatch in ith simulation
and N and H are the numbers of simulations and hard data
respectively.
It is remarkable that in almost all the simulations, some
mismatch HD are located at the edge of a region and it is
possible to correct the mismatch point by replacing the
value by the neighborhood color. To identify and correct

Fig. 12 a A hard data in a location, b mismatch simulation of the HD and c finding the right HD color in one of the 4 neighbors are shown with N

Fig. 13 Comparison of the FILTERSIM method, with the RPA, a quasi-stationary meandering training image, b two realization with the
FILTERSIM, c two realization with the RPAFSIM method
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Fig. 14 Comparison of the FILTERSIM method, with the RPAFSIM for a continuous training image, a continuous training image, b two
realization with the FILTERSIM method, c two realization with the RPAFSIM method
Fig. 15 3D training image

Fig. 16 A realization of
FILTERSIM algorithm for
training image of Fig. 15

those situations, we check the 4 neighbors in up, down,
right and left directions (Nd ðd ¼ up; down; leftandrightÞ).
For the categorical realizations, if we find the right category (corresponding to the HD) in one of these 4 points, we

change the value at the mismatch point to the proper value.
The procedure is shown in Fig. 12 for a binary TI. In this
figure, the location of the mismatch HD is shown with a red
star and the four neighbors are shown with N.
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Fig. 17 A realization of
RPAFSIM algorithm for
training image of Fig. 15

Fig. 18 MDS of 100 realizations for proposed method with random partitioning and a method with raster path but without random partitioning
using a Euclidian distance and b Modified Hausdorff distance

In the case of a continuous variable, we define a
threshold (TH) to calculate the mismatch MM. PHR can be
calculated with Eq. (13), but MM is obtained from:
MM ¼

H
X

u½jHD  SPj  TH 

ð14Þ

i¼1

where H is the number of HD, SP is the simulated value at
the location where the hard data should be equal to HD, the
vertical bars represent the absolute value and u½: is the unit
function defined as:

1 if a [ 0
uð aÞ ¼
ð15Þ
0 if a\0
If jM  Nd j\TH, with M the value at the mismatch
point and Nd ðd ¼ up; down; leftandrightÞ the values in the
neighbor locations, change the mismatch point to the corresponding value in the neighborhood. TH can be determined for each TI and chosen by trial and error.
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4 Results and discussion
In this section, we illustrate the results obtained with the proposed RPAFSIM method, and compare them with FILTERSIM simulations, because of the similarity between the two
algorithms, using visual comparison and quantitative metrics.
4.1 Unconditional simulation
Hereafter, several different TIs corresponding to different
structures are used for comparison.
4.1.1 Examples of simulations results
Binary training image Fig. 13 shows a 159 9 159 quasistationary meandering TI. This TI has been used in previous test cases because many algorithms fail to reproduce
the complex features—the meanders—often the results are
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Fig. 19 A realization of FILTERSIM and RPAFSIM algorithm and multiple point histogram of a training image, b FILTERSIM and
c RPAFSIM method with template size 3 9 3

Fig. 20 Multiple point histogram of a training image, b FILTERSIM and c RPAFSIM method with template size 4 9 4

Table 1 Mean of multiple point histogram absolute error for the two methods
The method

Multiple point histogram
error for template size 3 9 3

RPAFSIM

4000 ± 1000

5300

4.5 9 106

FILTERSIM

9800 ± 1400

20,600

12.9 9 106

Multiple point histogram
error for template size 4 9 4

Multiple point histogram
error for template size 5 9 5

The mean was computed for 100 realizations with the small template size (3 9 3). For the other template sizes, it has been computed only on one
realization
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Table 2 Jenson–Shannon divergence between the multiple point histogram for FILTERSIM and RPAFSIM with different template size for
computing Histogram
Methods

Divergence JS for MP histogram
of block size 3 9 3

Divergence JS for MP histogram
of block size 4 9 4

Divergence JS for MP histogram
of block size 5 9 5

RPAFSIM

0.024

0.044

0.062

FILTERSIM

0.128

0.152

0.347

DJS was computed for 100 realizations with the small template size (3 9 3). For the other template sizes, it has been computed only on one
realization

disappointing as shown by Honarkhah and Caers (2010).
Two independent realizations generated with RPAFSIM
and FILTERSIM with a template T of size 15 9 15 pixels
and inter template size 9 9 9 and number of class (C) is
1000 for both methods, are shown in Fig. 13b, c respectively. Visually those results are much closer from the TI
than those obtained with FILTERSIM. In particular, the
continuity of the channels is better preserved with the
proposed method. Note that here first option of part 5 in
algorithm procedure is selected and connectivity are good.
Continuous training image A continuous TI of size
159 9 159 [obtained from Zhang (2006)], representing a
soil with desiccation cracks (thick and narrow) is used for
analysis. Figure 14 shows two realizations with the FILTERSIM method and the RPAFSIM method with template
size of 15 9 15, inter template size 11 9 11 and C ¼ 200.
In this specific continuous TI, it is more difficult to decide
which realization is better. However, the visual inspection
of Fig. 14 gives a slight advantage to RPAFSIM in terms of
reproducing the thick structures.
A 3D training image A 3D simulation result for 3D
training image of Fig. 15 with FILTERSIM and RPAFSIM
algorithm is shown in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively. In these
results, Template size is 11 9 11 9 11, C = 200 and inter
template size = 5 9 5 9 5. Performance of RPAFSIM is
better than FILTERSIM for 3D simulation.
4.1.2 Effect of random partitioning
We now illustrate the impact of using random partitioning
with a raster path within the algorithm. The main advantage of the proposed approach is that it adds some degree of
randomness within the method. The consequence is that the
algorithms produces realizations covering a wider space of
uncertainty. To illustrate that feature, we generated 100
realizations with the proposed method using either random
partitioning or the standard raster path without random
Table 3 results of r between ,
r within and r total for proposed
method with and without
random partitioning
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partitioning. All the other parameters are kept identical, we
use the TI of Fig. 2a with template size 25  25. We then
compare the realizations using the Euclidian distance and
Modified Hausdorff distance between all pairs of realizations and represent the simulations in a low dimensional
space using multidimensional scaling (Cox and Cox 1994).
Figure 18a, b shows the corresponding plots respectively.
Each point represents a realization. One can see on these
figures that the simulations generated by RPAFSIM with
random partitioning (blues squares) are more dispersed
than those using the standard raster path (orange stars on
the graph) specially it is clearer when Euclidian distance is
used.
4.1.3 Multiple point histogram
In this section, multiple point histogram (MPH) (Honarkhah and Caers 2010) for FILTERSIM and RPAFSIM are
compared. Figure 19 shows a training image and a realization obtained with both FILTERSIM and RPAFSIM
methods. The MPH are computed for all of them with
block size of 3 9 3 and 4 9 4 as shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
The absolute error between histogram of each realization
and training image, as a measure of quality, are calculated
using Eq. 16. In this equation, Ck is the count of the patterns with configuration index of k and d is number of all
patterns with a special block size. Calculation results of
MPH for block size of 3 9 3, 4 9 4 and 5 9 5 are shown
in Table 1. As it is shown there, MPH of RPAFSIM is
better than FILTERSIM.
Error ¼

d
X

absðCkTI  Ckrealization Þ

ð16Þ

k¼1

We also evaluated the difference between the histograms using the Jenson–Shannon (JS) divergence (Endres and Schindelin 2003). JS divergence is based on the

Proposed method using random partitioning

r between

r within

0.2189

0.1565

Proposed method without using random partitioning

0.1730

0.1651

Total

1.2653

0.9479

r total

1.3348
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Table 4 results of r between ,
r within and r total for proposed
method and FILTERSIM

r between

r within

Proposed method using random partitioning

0.2189

0.1565

FILTERSIM

0.1296

0.2301

Total

1.6890

0.6801

r total

2.4835

Fig. 21 a Training image, b result of conditioning stage for 50 hard data

Fig. 22 Results with varying overlap in two states of using and not using quilting

Kullback–Leibler divergence but it is symmetric and it
always provides a finite value.
The Kullback–Leibler divergence (DKL ) is defined as:
X
pi
pi log
ð17Þ
DKL ðpIIqÞ ¼
qi
i

close, DKL tends toward zero, if they are very different DKL
tends toward very large values.
The Jenson–Shannon divergence DJS is then defined as:

where pi represents the empirical probability of finding the
pattern i within the simulation results and qi is the empirical probability of obtaining the same pattern i but within
the training image. If two probability distributions are

where m ¼ 12 ðp þ qÞ. The results for the two methods are
shown in Table 2. DJS for RPAFSIM is always much
smaller than the one for FILTERSIM. It confirms the
results obtained with the mean error between histograms

1
1
DJS ðpIIqÞ ¼ DKL ðpIImÞ þ DKL ðqIImÞ
2
2

ð18Þ
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Fig. 23 Mean percent of HD
properly simulated before and
after post processing for 50
realizations

Fig. 24 Three realization of training image Fig. 21a with proposed method and 50 hard data

Fig. 25 Three realization of training image Fig. 21a with FILTERSIM and 50 hard data

and it means that proposed method better reproduces the
pattern statistics from to training image.
We also compare proposed method with FILTERSIM
based on pattern reproduction and spatial variability (Tan
et al. 2014). The idea is to compute a measure which is the
ratio of relational between-realization variability to relational within-realization variability:
rk;m ¼

between
rk;m
within
rk;m
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ð19Þ

between
quantifies between-realization variability of the
rk;m
algorithm k related to the algorithm m and it presents
variability between different realizations. Large value for
between
rk;m
shows that the algorithm k produces realizations
covering a wide space of uncertainty (abdollahifard 2016).
within
quantifies the variability between the realizations
rk;m
within
and training image. Small values for rk;m
indicate that the
realizations produced using algorithm k are more similar to
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Fig. 28 Training Image with four categories
Fig. 26 E-type of 200 realization of proposed method with 50 hard
data

the training image comparing to m. rk;m ¼ 1 shows that
both algorithm perform the same and rk;m [ 1 shows that
algorithm k perform better than m.
within
between
and rk;m
, multiple-point
In order to compute rk;m
histograms (MPHs) or clustering based histogram of patterns (CHPs) of realizations and training image are compared using Jenson–Shannon divergence in different
resolutions. Here MPH is employed with the patch size of
4 9 4 for training image of Fig. 19a with template size
25 9 25 and overlap = 10. Table 3 shows results for the
RPAFSIM using either random partitioning or the standard
raster path without random partitioning and Table 4 Shows
the results for comparing RPAFSIM and FILTERSIM.
As it is shown in Table 3 and Table 4, r total for both case
is larger than one and it shows that proposed method with

partitioning method is better than the method without using
it and FILTERSIM according to this measure.
4.2 Conditional simulation with proposed methods
In this section, we illustrate the results obtained with the
proposed conditioning method for three kinds of training
image and compare the quality of the results obtained with
the different options.
Training image with two categories The first test uses a
TI corresponding to a binary reservoir which is a mixture
of shale and sand (Strebelle 2002; Zhang et al. 2006) as
shown in Fig. 21a. For the conditioning stage, a value of
CT of 9 9 9 is selected by trial and error. The result of the
pre-processing of the conditioning stage for 50 hard data
for this training image is shown in Fig. 21b.
According to the mean variance curve of Fig. 2, the
optimal template size for this TI is 25 9 25 but because of

Fig. 27 a E-type of 200 realization for one hard data with proposed method and b E-type of rejection for 200 realization
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Fig. 29 a Result of conditioning stage with 50 hard data with CT of size 8 9 8, 15 9 15 and 20 9 20 and b simulation results with template
size 30 9 30

using quilting here we can use larger template without any
worry about disconnectivity. We select a template size
40 9 40 by trial and error to speed up the algorithm.
To select the overlap region for the simulation stage, we
ran the algorithm with different amount of overlap with
using quilting and without using it. The simulation time
increases as the overlap region gets larger, but as it is
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shown in Fig. 22, the results are improved with increase
overlap. For this training image, an overlap region between
eight and twelve is found to be efficient. Both the quality of
the results and the computing time are good in this range.
However, in all the tested situation the results using
quilting have more connectivity and better quality than
without using it.
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Fig. 30 Simulation results for various CT

Fig. 31 Simulation results with varying overlap

Fig. 32 Four realizations for TI of Fig. 28 with proposed method and FILTERSIM, with the same parameters
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Fig. 33 A continuous training
image of size 200 9 500

To test the performance of the conditioning process with
quilting, we calculate PHR using Eq. (13) for all realizations after the simulation stage. The mean percentage for
50 realizations and 50 hard data for different CT is shown
in Fig. 23. As shown in the figure, for CT [ 7 more than
85% of all HD are reproduced properly. After performing
the post processing step the percentage is increased by
roughly 10% in all situations.
Three realizations for the training image of Fig. 21a
with T ¼ 40  40, CT ¼ 9  9, OS ¼ 8 pixels, and 50 hard
data, are shown in Fig. 24 and three realizations of FILTERSIM obtained with the SGeMS software for the same
training image and the same parameters (except template
size which should be odd in FILTERSIM and we selected
39 9 39) are shown in Fig. 25. These figures show the
better connectivity of the proposed method realizations in
comparison with FILTERSIM.
The E-type of 200 realizations of the proposed method
with 50 hard data with T = 40 9 40, CT = 9 9 9 and
overlap = 8 pixels are shown in Fig. 26. We do not
observe any artefacts.
Figure 27a shows the E-type for 200 realizations with
T = 40 9 40, overlap = 8 and CT = 9 9 9 for the
training image displayed in Fig. 21a for only one hard data
in central location. Figure 27b shows the reference probability map that one should get with proper conditioning
technique (rejection sampling). There is a probability of 1
of finding a channel at the central location, and this probability progressively diminishes laterally. These figures show that the proposed method do not bias the results
when conditioning to hard data.
4-facies categorical training image Here, the performance of the algorithm is tested with a TI that has more
facies than the previous one. Figure 28 shows the training
image that we used. It includes four facies and has a size of
157 9 156 pixels (Wu 2007). To determine an optimal size
for CT, we generated simulations on a grid of size
150 9 150 with 50 hard data with various CT. When CT
decreases, the simulations tend to unconditional simulation
and if it increases, the connectivity of realization decreases.
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For example, a result of conditioning stage and final simulation results for CT ¼ 8  8, CT ¼ 15  15 and CT ¼
20  20 are shown in Fig. 29a, b. In these figures, number
of HD is 50, overlap region is 12 and T size is 30 9 30. As
it is clear in this Figure, with increasing CT connectivity
decreases.
Simulation results with template size 30 9 30, for 50
hard data, and for various CT are shown in Fig. 30. The
figure shows that CT\14 have good results.
To find the suitable amount for overlap region, as it is
shown in Fig. 31, the algorithm is applied with various
amount of overlap. In all these tests, T size is 30 9 30, CT
size is 12 9 12 and there are 50 hard data. The figure shows that overlap  10 pixels is required for this
training image.
Figure 32 shows three realizations of the proposed
method and FILTERSIM algorithm (obtained with
SGeMS) with template size of 30 9 30 (29 9 29 for
FILTERSIM), CT size is 12 9 12, overlap 12 pixels and
50 hard data. The connectivity of the simulations obtained
with the proposed method is much better than those
obtained with FILTERSIM.
Continuous training image Fig. 33 showsa continuous
variable training image of size 200 9 500 taken from
Mahmud et al. (2014). It represents internal geological
structures obtained by sedimentary processes within a
flume experiment.
For this training image, the best overlap for the simulation stage is eight pixels, which is obtained by trial and
error.
Like in the previous training image, we apply the
algorithm with various CT to find the best CT size for this
training image. With an overlap of 8 pixels, the best CT for
this training image is 8 9 8. Three realizations of the
proposed method and FILTERSIM with CT = 8 9 8,
overlap = 6 pixels, 20 hard data and template size of
16 9 16 (15 9 15 for FILTERSIM) are shown in Fig. 34.
Again, the results for FILTERSIM are obtained with the
SGeMS software.
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Fig. 34 a Three realizations of proposed method and b three realization of FILTERSIM algorithm

5 Conclusion

Fig. 35 Percent of hard data in the right place before and after post
processing

To calculate mean percent of hard data properly reproduced, we study the impact of varying TH and calculate
PHR before and after post processing for 50 realizations
(Template size of 14 9 14, CT = 8 9 8, overlap = 6
pixels and 50 hard data). Figure 35 shows the results. PHR
in all TH is better after post processing.

In this paper, a new algorithm named RPAFSIM, for MPS
simulation with random partitioning and adaptive filters is
proposed. The proposed method includes: a method for the
selection of the template size; the design of specific filters
adapted to the training image using PCA, the number of
filters is also selected as a function of the complexity of the
training image and can be increased for complex training
images; the use of random partitioning allowing a better
coverage of the uncertainty space; and finally, a simple
conditioning method.
The results show that the proposed method has significant advantages over the standard implementation of FILTERSIM. The connectivity of the channels is much better
preserved. Generally, the statistics of the pattern are also
reproduced more accurately.
In terms of numerical efficiency, RPAFSIM uses raster
path and overlap region which makes it fast because the
overlaps are smaller than the data event, and therefore, the
algorithm is less CPU demanding.
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Because RPAFSIM selects a random point at start and
continues to simulation using raster path, it represents an
algorithm that is able to generate a wider diversity of
realizations. In other words, in most of the previous pattern-based algorithms that use random paths, the grid G is
completed gradually, and during the simulation, some of
the patterns are deleted from the competition cycle. Thus,
the algorithm enables the data events to be more ‘‘informed.’’ However, in RPAFSIM, the comparison or similarity criteria with the training image is based only on the
overlap region. Therefore, the patterns always have a
chance to be a part of the realization. This feature leads the
algorithm to be less sensitive to the initial state of the
system and the preceding patterns and enables it to deal
with most of the training images. Using quilting specially
with the proposed conditioning method improves connectivity significantly and at the same time accelerates the
algorithm because of using larger template size and smaller
overlap.
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